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TRANSPORT (ROAD PASSENGER SERVICES) BILL 2018 
TRANSPORT (ROAD PASSENGER SERVICES) AMENDMENT BILL 2018 

Second Reading — Cognate Debate 
Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 
DR M.D. NAHAN (Riverton — Leader of the Opposition) [3.44 pm]: I will not speak for long on this; I will 
just make a few comments. First, this is one of the longest standing difficult issues governments around the world 
face; that is, to restructure taxi industries that have been based, in most places, on a certain model under which, 
with government regulatory support, the number of taxis is restricted. That restriction had caused scarcity, which 
has led to a very high appreciation in the value of plates. In some places, they are valued at over $500 000. The 
value of the plates has to be recovered somehow, and that is effectively a tax on the users of taxis. Often it becomes 
excessive. Structural adjustment programs for the taxi industry have been attempted numerous times in the past, 
when either too many taxis were perceived, or the cost of the taxis and their impost on taxi users was too high. 
Over the past four years, we have seen the introduction of ridesharing, which has effectively allowed competition 
to the taxi industry, and has led to the taxi industry struggling to get an adequate rate of return to remunerate the 
drivers and the owners of the taxi plates. That is the problem that we have been dealing with, and it has not been 
easy. It is not unique to Western Australia; it exists around the world. The issue we faced was whether, to protect 
the industry longer, we could, for instance, ban Uber. We, in government, chose not to do that, as did every other 
government around the world. This legislation actually enshrines Uber in the long term into the ridesharing 
industry, and the public transport industry in Western Australia. Uber, or similar operations—there are many of 
them and there will probably be more in the future, and they will probably morph into different dimensions—are 
here to stay. That is what this legislation says to everyone. Uber ridesharing is here to stay, and it is here forever, 
as long as it is competitive. 

In government, my colleague, the member for Bateman, was the transport minister who started leading in these 
changes and took on a range of policy changes. He will discuss his experience with this, but I can say that he, I and 
others asked whether, with the structural change in the taxi industry, some form of compensation would be 
necessary. It is a really debatable issue, but I always thought there should be some form of compensation. The 
issues are: What are we compensating for? Is it the exercise of the licence? Is it for just a limited time? How is it 
funded? Those were the typical questions we had to answer. A range of other issues have to be dealt with in this 
industry, about limiting red tape, making sure that the rideshares have some sort of regulatory oversight greater 
than they have now, and making them equal in the regulatory field, without imposing too much regulation. When 
we were in these discussions, in the last stages of our government, trying to deal with this, the real problem we 
had was members opposite, and the minister, then in opposition, going to the taxi industry and promising 
$200 000 in compensation. It was not clear to us — 

Mr P. Papalia: That is not true; it is a blatant mistruth. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: That is true. The member was not there. When I was in meeting after meeting with the taxi 
industry, who came and told me to match their offer? When we were discussing compensation in this place, the 
then shadow minister wrote that $162 500 should be the level of compensation. That is what her stand was, and 
she went out to industry and promised more. People in the industry came to us and demanded we match that, and 
we, responsibly, refused. We had to work through a mechanism to determine not only the appropriate level of 
compensation but also how to fund it. As part of that campaign, the shadow minister facilitated the development 
of a business micro-party that campaigned against us in all our electorates and gave its preferences to Labor. That 
was part of the political deal. 

 Labor went out there and promised a $200 000 payment in exchange for campaigning against the Liberals and 
giving Labor its preferences. Do you know what? It worked. What is the evidence of that? When this bill was read 
into this house, a range of taxidrivers was in the public gallery booing the minister. Why? It is because they know 
they were dudded. That is why some went excessively and abused the Minister for Transport and others — 

Mr P. Papalia: Are you excusing that? 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: No, I did not say that. 

Mr P. Papalia: Are you excusing that? 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Minister, be quiet. The minister is just a gasbag. 

Mr P. Papalia interjected. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yeah, right. 

Point of Order 
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Mr W.R. MARMION: I am trying to listen to the Leader of the Opposition and we get interjections from the 
other side. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr S.J. Price): There is no point of order, but let the Leader of the Opposition carry 
on in silence, please, minister. 

Debate Resumed 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: The previous government was confronting a major issue: how do we structurally adjust the 
taxi industry? That is always difficult, but it became more difficult when ridesharing came in. Then the question 
is how to fund it. Labor went out there and, in its usual method, played politics and promised excessive payments 
that it could not meet and we would not match. In exchange for that offer, it got the taxi industry to create the 
Microbusiness Party to campaign against us and give it preferences. That is what happened. Meeting with one 
group after another and collectively and individually with the taxicab industry, Labor made it clear that the offer 
was there—and it has reneged on it. Labor has reneged on the offer that it made to the taxi industry and it will pay 
the consequences for that. 

Of course, in that letter that the minister sent out to the taxi industry, she was blaming us and threatening that they 
would get nothing if the Liberal Party complained about this or tried to stop it. She said that they would get nothing 
and again tried to incite political action against us, but Labor is in government. This is Labor’s bill. Labor promised 
to address this issue. This is how Labor addresses it and it is dudding the people relative to what it promised. Also, 
in that little offer, Labor did not say how it would fund it. When taxidrivers came to me and demanded 
$200 000 and I said, no, they said, “All right. Pay the consequences. Labor is offering $200 000. If you don’t, 
we’ll campaign against you.” That is what Labor did. 

Dr A.D. Buti: Prove it. Where’s the $200 000 from? 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: You bluffed. Where did you get the $200 000? That is what the taxi industry told me. 

Several members interjected. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: No. That is what they are saying. That is what Labor told them. 

Several members interjected. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Yeah; right! 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister for Tourism! Member for Nedlands! 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: What Labor did not say — 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! Come on. 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: Labor did not say how it would fund it. The Premier went out and said that there would be no 
new taxes or tax increases on his watch. Why? It is because they destroy jobs. Labor did not say how it would fund 
it and now it has come up with this concoction of a 10 per cent tax maxed out at $10 a ride on all ridesharing, all 
taxis and everyone in the Perth–Peel area. It is a giant new tax on people using ridesharing, taxis and other similar 
transport mechanisms in the Perth–Peel area to fund half what Labor offered at the last election. 

Labor’s problem is that it dudded taxidrivers on the payment fee, and it is dudding their clients, and therefore them, 
on the tax. That is Labor’s baby. That is Labor’s responsibility. When Labor in opposition plays base politics and 
tries to get votes by misleading, it wears the consequences in government. This bill, which will please no-one, 
because it should not, is Labor’s bill. It is Labor’s faults payment. It is Labor’s tax. We are not going to support it, 
but we are going to let it go through and hold Labor to account for the mess it has created. The expectation out 
there was that Labor would give them a minimum $162 000, $500 000 or $200 000, because that is what it said, 
that it would not hit them with a 10 per cent tax; now that is what Labor is doing. This is Labor’s tax and Labor’s 
bill. It is Labor’s responsibility. Labor also said that the Liberals brought on Uber and has not banned it. This bill 
solidifies Uber, and similar ride-sharing services, as an essential ongoing part of the ride-sharing industry forever. 
Labor is solidifying Uber to compete forever with taxis. This is Labor’s doing and it is its responsibility. The 
problem is that there are consequences — 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Armadale! 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: There are consequences — 
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Dr A.D. Buti: You’re weak. You’re a coward. 

Point of Order 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: That is an unparliamentary interjection when the member, under your instructions, has 
been told not to interject. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr S.J. Price): Thank you. There is no point of order. 

Debate Resumed 
Dr M.D. NAHAN: There are consequences for going out there and misleading people. 

Withdrawal of Remark 

Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE: I ask the member for Armadale to withdraw his comment that he directed at the 
Leader of the Opposition. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Yes. Please withdraw. 

Dr A.D. Buti: “Coward”—I’m not withdrawing. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: I will take a bit of advice on that. In the past, that has been ruled unparliamentary, so 
please withdraw. 

Dr A.D. BUTI: I will have to apologise and I will withdraw. 

Debate Resumed 

Dr M.D. NAHAN: There are consequences for going out and promising payments but not delivering on them. 
There are consequences for using people’s livelihoods and their future for political gain and failing to deliver on 
it. There are consequences for going out and promising not to introduce a new tax, but then doing it, as Labor is 
doing here. This is Labor’s bill and it will be held accountable for it. 

MR V.A. CATANIA (North West Central) [3.57 pm]: I rise on behalf of the Nationals WA as the transport 
spokesman to comment on the Transport (Road Passenger Services) Bill 2018 and the Transport (Road Passenger 
Services) Amendment Bill 2018. I have been working with the Minister for Transport and the member for Armadale 
to ring-fence regional Western Australia and get the best deal for taxis in regional Western Australia. This bill 
introduces a levy on bookings for certain on-demand transport services in connection with the proposed buyback 
of owner taxi plates under the Taxi Act 1994 of Western Australia. 
This levy was going to be imposed on all taxis and ride-sharing services such as Uber and Ola right across 
Western Australia, including regional Western Australia. Back on 4 April 2018, I wrote to the minister — 
Ms L. Mettam: I wrote to the minister in January. 
Several members interjected. 
Mr V.A. CATANIA: Everyone gets a chance to speak at some point on this bill. That is the beauty of Parliament, 
especially on this side of the fence. 
After having discussions with taxi owners and operators and the community right across Western Australia, I wrote 
to the minister to try to work out how we can resolve this issue that has been festering and causing quite a bit of 
pain to not only taxis but also Uber and other ride-sharing services. We will not get everyone to agree on a way 
forward, because it is quite an emotive and complicated area in which to try to get that resolution. However, 
one thing for sure is that the resolution that the National Party was looking for was the best deal that we could 
strike to ensure that our taxis and, more importantly, our constituents do not bear the brunt of a 10 per cent tax on 
regional users, because regional taxis will not be part of that buyback system.  
It was a pretty fair deal to try to get rid of that 10 per cent being imposed on regional Western Australians. That was, 
obviously, one of the main points that the National Party wrote to the Minister for Transport about. We said that 
we are happy to negotiate a good outcome but here are our terms. I will go through those terms that were in my 
letter dated 4 April. This is after we had a briefing from the member for Armadale. Can I just say that the member 
has been very accessible throughout this time, as well as the minister, in allowing her department to brief us to try 
to make sure that we fully understood this vital piece of legislation. Taxis in regional Western Australia are often 
the lifeline of people trying to get around. They are absolutely critical for those people who want to go shopping, 
and for tourists and so forth. They are vital to the people of regional Western Australia. My points stated — 

• Regional taxi, charter and accredited tourism operators must be excluded from the proposed 
10 per cent fare levy; 
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• offering a transitional financial assistance package to regional operators to offset increased 
operational and regulatory costs associated with equipping and licensing taxis, as well as loss of 
regional taxi plate asset value; 

• ensuring regional customers can utilise Country Age Pension Fuel Cards for taxi fares and digitising 
the Taxi Users Subsidy Scheme; 

• increased compliance monitoring of rank and hail arrangements, usage of Charter Vehicle License 
plates and improved policing of rogue operators; 

• measures protecting existing regional operators from deregulated and anti-competitive market 
entrants, such as a temporary capping of taxi plates; 

• implementing a minimum level of service standards, specifically hours of operation, so public safety 
is not put at risk; 

• a separate review and reform package for Mandurah area operators being impacted by proximity to 
the metropolitan area. 

They are the conditions we outlined that we would like to see in the bill. Obviously, the bill has come back. I also 
got a letter confirming that the government was willing to support a lot of those issues that we raised. It was willing 
to support what the National Party had raised in terms of ensuring that the 345 taxis in regional Western Australia 
get the best possible outcome. Given the fact that we do not have the numbers in Parliament and given the fact that 
the Liberal Party is not supportive of the bill but does not oppose it, the bill was always going to get through. We 
needed to ensure that we could ring-fence regional taxis and regional constituents who were to be subjected to the 
10 per cent “mean” tax, as I call it. I have to have a dig at the government because it is a tax. It was a tax that was 
going to be imposed on regional taxi operators but we were able to get that 10 per cent off. 
We had a briefing the other day to discuss the finer details of the legislation. The member for Moore’s electorate 
in the northern fringes of the metropolitan area is an area where a lot of people catch taxis, whether it be from the 
airport to Muchea or somewhere else. Remember, it applies to only one vehicle; it does not matter how many 
people are in it. We asked whether that vehicle will be subject to a 10 per cent levy and the answer was yes. I ask 
the Minister for Transport and the member for Armadale whether that could be changed. In order to garner the full 
support of the National Party to support this legislation, could that be changed to ensure that a person travelling 
from the airport, for argument’s sake, to Muchea, or from the airport to Bunbury, using the taxi service or using 
Uber or some other  ride-share company, is not subject to that 10 per cent levy? People are travelling from the city 
to the regions or the regions to the city. If travelling from Bunbury to the airport, that would be good. I think it is 
critical to knock that 10 per cent off so that there is no tax on that person travelling to the regions or that person 
travelling from the regions to the city. I ask the government to bear that in mind. I know that is something that the 
member for Moore raised yesterday because it affects his electorate and it affects other regional electorates. If we 
could knock that on the head, I am sure the government will get the full support of the National Party, particularly 
when this bill goes to the other place, where the votes can be a little questionable sometimes. 

This levy will obviously raise quite a considerable amount of money—$120 million over four years. There has 
been discussion in this house about whether the former opposition made commitments that they would fulfil what 
the industry was asking for. I cannot comment on that. I was not party to those negotiations back then when we 
were in government and the Labor Party was in opposition. That is something I am sure the industry will hold this 
government to account for if that were the case. Ten per cent is also quite controversial; that is, is 10 per cent too 
much on the consumer who is using a taxi or a ride-sharing company like Uber? Should it be less? Should it have 
been over a five-year period? That is something the government needs to work out and something the government 
will own over the years to come on this issue. 

From a regional point of view, the National Party has not been able to fix all regional issues but what we have 
been able to do, member for Vasse, is ensure that that 10 per cent levy is not imposed on regional people. 

Ms L. Mettam interjected. 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: We have ensured that that 10 per cent is not passed on to regional people. Another issue 
that we are often confronted with with taxi services—we are confronting it at the moment in Carnarvon—is that 
we do not have taxi services after a certain time. At the moment a taxi licence requires a taxi to operate 24/7 but 
in reality that is not occurring. It puts pressure on those taxi companies to provide services at all hours of the day. 
This legislation also allows the freeing up of those taxi operators so that they do not have that burden; but to have 
those taxis operating 24/7. In saying that, that has an effect on customers who want to catch a taxi, such as after 
the pub closes at 10, 11 or 12 o’clock at night. I think there will be a bit of an issue there, but we also need to 
understand that that allows some reality to be attached to the licence that exists for taxis in regional 
Western Australia. 
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This legislation also means that regional taxis now have to have a camera placed in them. That is at a cost of $500. 
It has actually gone down. The criteria has changed and has meant it will cost $2 500 instead of $500. I actually 
think it is a good thing. In this day and age, I would say that cameras need to go in all vehicles for safety. I think 
it is needed. 

Ms L. Mettam: It is an additional cost. 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: It is an additional cost; yes, it is. But do members know what? It is also about the safety  
of people. 

Mr P. Papalia: He is a very reasonable man! 

Ms L. Mettam: Whose side are you on? 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: I am on the side of making sure that regional Western Australia gets the best deal possible.  

Members will all get a chance to get up and speak. I might take my whole 30 minutes! 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: I think $500 for driver safety among regional people is a good thing. 

One of the other issues I have brought up is that places in my electorate such as Exmouth and Onslow do not have 
taxi services; they use charter services, which double as taxis. One of the problems is that a lot of seniors have the 
royalties for regions Country Age Pension Fuel Card worth $575, which we introduced in government given 
transport in Perth is subsidised by a hell of a lot. 

[Quorum formed.] 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: As I said, the Country Age Pension Fuel Card worth $575, brought in by the previous 
government under royalties for regions, is a very valuable tool that our seniors can use to get around regional 
Western Australia. It is very important, given that we subsidise Perth transport to the tune of $1 billion a year, that 
we give our seniors a leg up in regional Western Australia to help with the cost of fuel and taxis. 

Mr J.E. McGrath interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for South Perth! 

Mr V.A. CATANIA: One of the problems with that fuel card is that it cannot be used on charter vehicles or on 
Uber, which will slowly go into regional Western Australia. But I cannot see Uber going to smaller towns such as 
Exmouth and Onslow because it is simply not economical for companies like that to exist in a lot of regional towns. 
However, I brought up the issue of Exmouth and Onslow with the minister, her advisers and the member for 
Armadale to see how seniors in regional Western Australia can utilise the fuel card on charter vehicles. If the 
minister can negotiate that with commerce or whoever controls the fuel card these days, it will be a great outcome 
for regional Western Australia. 
As I said, charter vehicles in the regions will be exempt from paying the 10 per cent tax. Buses taking school 
children from Carnarvon to Perth or perhaps to a camp school—whether they be kids from Perth travelling to 
Geraldton to a camp school—were to be subject to that 10 per cent levy. That will now not be the case; they are 
exempt from the 10 per cent levy. That is a great outcome because, as we know, children travel around to camp 
schools across the state and to metropolitan Perth and Perth students travel up to the regions. That was another 
agreement we were able to strike with the Minister for Transport to get the best outcome. The legislation is not 
perfect. I do not know that this legislation can be perfect. I have spoken to a lot of taxi operators not only in regional 
Western Australia but also in Perth who have concerns about the impact this legislation will have on their business. 
There is still a long way to go. 
We will scrutinise the legislation and confirm what the Minister for Transport has said in her reply to my letter 
and in the briefings, as well as what the member for Armadale has said. We want to make sure that when we go 
through consideration in detail on this legislation, the majority of agreements in place are clear and accurate and 
the people of regional Western Australia will not be worse off. 
Thank you, member for Armadale, for providing your time and effort to ensure we have a full understanding of 
this legislation. We have been able to negotiate a good outcome for regional Western Australia and ring-fence it 
from this 10 per cent mean tax that the government will impose on the people of Perth. 
MR D.C. NALDER (Bateman) [4.15 pm]: I stand to make my contribution to this discussion. I will say from the 
outset that this has been a long journey and not an easy one. I was the Minister for Transport at the time Uber 
commenced operations in Western Australia. I suppose the most disappointing aspect for me personally over this 
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journey was the degree politics were played while we were trying to work through this. When we look across 
Australia it was faced in every jurisdiction. I had multiple meetings with the respective transport ministers in every 
jurisdiction in Australia where Uber had already entered prior to entering Western Australia. Irrespective of 
whether governments were Labor or Liberal, we all faced a common challenge. The disappointing thing was that 
the then opposition, the current government, chose to play serious politics with the issue in this chamber. Some of 
the allegations directed at me and the government were totally unfair. 
We did care for the people in the industry. It was an industry that was perceived to not deliver a very good service 
by the broader community and people were looking for change. I believe there needed to be change. However, 
people’s lives were involved. The emotions drummed up by the opposition meant all sorts of actions were 
undertaken. As the then minister, I received death threats; I received bullets in the mail; and threats were made to 
my family. One Tuesday night at 10.30 I was bailed up at the back of Parliament. That was before there was police 
security at Parliament House. I spent 45 minutes sitting outside the back door talking down a taxidriver. He was 
suicidal. I understand the difficulties that were being faced out there. But we had to work through the situation and 
we did not have any law that forbade a dispatch service from coming into the market place. All our laws centred 
around drivers and vehicle operators. That was what posed some of the challenges with Uber entering the market. 
We tried, first, to learn from the other jurisdictions how they were progressing. From our perspective they were 
not progressing fast enough. Second, we had to think through how to tackle this. We tried to restrict Uber. Before 
Uber even launched, I had meetings with it to try to encourage it to work with the government and not just launch 
here, yet it chose to launch without advising me. I had no idea. It was a surprise when Uber launched because 
I thought we had quite productive discussions in the lead-up to its launching to try to get it to work with government 
so that we could work through a proper process. I was pretty disappointed with Uber as an organisation. As such, 
I personally have never caught an Uber vehicle because I have little trust in it. 
That said, I believe the old taxi system was like a cartel. People ridiculed the then Liberal government for allowing 
a multinational ride-share business into Australia. The reality is that Swan Taxis controlled 90 per cent of the taxi 
market in Western Australia and the parent of Swan Taxis is a company called ComfortDelGro, a large 
multinational based in Singapore. In fact, I believe it is the largest taxi company in the world, and it controlled 
90 per cent of the market here.  
Between the dispatch of the taxis and the plate owners, they operated like a quasi-cartel. I do not believe that 
enough of the value was flowing through the system to the operators of vehicles and the drivers. I think they were 
taking too much out. From my perspective, the quality of the vehicles was not up to scratch, and the processes for 
the drivers were not up to scratch. I therefore supported the need for change, but it just happened in a manner that 
was very difficult to try to work through to find a solution.  
In working through that, I had the department assess the impact on the industry. In the first 12 months of Uber 
operating, we saw a flatline reduction of the number of fares caught in the taxi system of 15 per cent. For 12 months 
it stayed flat, and there was a reduction of 15 per cent in the number of fares caught. To try to counter that and 
looking at what other jurisdictions were doing, we removed taxis from the system. We had an opportunity that 
other states did not have in that 50 per cent of all taxis in Western Australia were owned by the state government—
it was a bit more than 50 per cent. We pulled out 40 per cent of the leased taxis, or 20 per cent of the overall 
market, to counter the reduction in total fares of 15 per cent to ensure that number of rides available to the industry 
was commensurate with what was there prior to Uber coming into the system.  

Additionally, we utilised some internal funds to make a payment of $20 000, consistent with what other 
jurisdictions were doing, although in some of those states they were limiting it to two licences. In 
Western Australia, plate owners could own up to a maximum of only five taxi licences, and we did not put any 
restrictions on that. For owners with five licences there was an immediate payment of $100 000. But in making 
that offer we committed to continue to watch the market to see what changes there were. We were cognisant of 
people who had recently purchased taxi plates, but we were also cognisant that some had had them for multiple 
years. What is really fascinating is that the rate of return taxidrivers were getting in a government-controlled 
operation was way too high when we looked at what a risk-free rate of return is. So putting money in the bank or 
wherever people may put money was risk free. So with government regulations to protect the industry—create that 
protected environment—for them to continue to generate 10 per cent returns or thereabouts seemed way too high 
a return for that risk-free situation. I believe that taxi plate owners were getting generous returns for their 
investment over a long period of time. However, there were those who bought at later times, and those who were 
encouraged to transfer from leases off the state government during our first term, when we encouraged them to 
take them up and purchase them, and I felt we had a responsibility to those licensees. I believe that is where the 
concerns of the member for South Perth come in, and members on both sides have been concerned about the 
genuine cases that need to be looked at.  
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We committed to monitor, so we were buying ourselves time. We had seen that the market had come down 15 per cent, 
we had taken 20 per cent of the plates out of the marketplace, believing we had left a bit of room such that they 
could continue to operate their businesses. We gave them a small amount of money, being a $20 000 grant, because 
we also believed they needed to change their business model. We believed that they needed to start thinking about 
customer proposition. Under the old system, taxis were all branded the same. So if there was a bad taxidriver, they 
were all lumbered with the same rating or perception by the community. I believed that it was important that they 
started to brand and identify themselves and establish themselves in the market. We needed to encourage those 
who could to get in and brand themselves as providing a superior service, so that people would want to seek them 
out. We wanted to encourage the taxi service to start adopting some of the practices like phone apps and so forth 
by which people could contact them, prepaid services on the cards, and giving people the ability to rate drivers 
and customers and things like that that Uber had brought into the system because we saw that as positive for the 
industry. We wanted the industry to start adopting these things.  

In January of the second year there was another 15 per cent drop in the number of taxi fares; in one month it 
dropped straight down another 15 per cent. We wondered whether it was an aberration or whether it was going to 
be sustained, so we sat on it and watched for the next two to three months to understand where this was going. 
By April of that year—the second year Uber had been in play—we became convinced that this was now down 
30 per cent on previous fares. We knew we needed to do something else. I made public in this house that we had 
initiated further reviews, announced the total fares going into the taxi industry and committed to a second review 
to further explore because we knew that the levels Uber had operated at in the first year were not sustainable. There 
was a responsibility for us to do further things.  

I became disappointed while we were trying to work through this to try to find a reasonable landing for the industry 
and work with the industry. It was very difficult because the industry was quite fractured in how it approached it. 
I know the current government has found the same thing. That is a difficult thing to work through. At the same 
time, while we were trying to find this soft landing my disappointment was the degree to which politics was played 
in attacking us. I understand the opposition is there to critique and so forth, but I was disappointed in the degree 
to which politics were played. When we were talking about what we were doing offers were made that were far 
greater than what we were looking at, and that only created greater tensions within the taxi industry.  

Ms R. Saffioti: Do you really believe that? 

Mr D.C. NALDER: You are on Hansard. Minister, you are on Hansard. 

Several members interjected.  

Mr D.C. NALDER: Minister — 

Ms R. Saffioti: Do you know what they said about you guys? They said that you guys were offering $160 000. 

Mr D.C. NALDER: Madam Acting Speaker, I seek your support.  

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms M.M. Quirk): Minister, the member said he is not inviting interjections. 

Mr D.C. NALDER: It is on Hansard. 

Mr P. Papalia: What page? What date? 

Mr D.C. NALDER: When we brought in the $20 000 grant — 
Mrs L.M. Harvey: September 2016. 
Mr D.C. NALDER: September 2016, if you would like to look it up, minister.  
Dr A.D. Buti: What page? I’ve got it right here. What page? 
Mr D.C. NALDER: You have it right there—tell me.  
Dr A.D. Buti: Well, there’s none. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Members, you will have your chance.  
Mr D.C. NALDER: So when we brought in the $20 000 grant, the opposition then made a counter-amendment to 
try to have it increased to $160 000. And it did that. The opposition was playing politics, because if it was not, it 
would be consistent with that offer now. That is where the government has lost some of the taxi industry. 
Dr A.D. Buti: You said that the minister promised that. The minister has never promised that. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Armadale, you will have you chance. 
Mr D.C. NALDER: So the then opposition moved an amendment to try to get it changed to $160 000. 
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Ms R. Saffioti: Do you agree that our offer has some people getting $250 000? Do you understand that? 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister, the member has indicated he will not take interjections. 
Mr D.C. NALDER: So the now minister moved an amendment to change it to $160 000. Now we are not seeing 
that. In fact, what is fascinating about the government’s offering is that it is remarkably similar to what the 
department was working on at the time I resigned from cabinet—remarkably similar.  
Mr P. Papalia: You do-nothing, useless minister, you.  
Mr D.C. NALDER: That is really rich coming from junior. The worst tourism minister I have ever seen. Someone 
who has to spend time — 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member, you have said you are not inviting interjections. 
Mr D.C. NALDER: Thank you. I will not invite interjections — 
The ACTING SPEAKER: If you provoke the other side, you will get — 
Mr D.C. NALDER: — particularly — 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Right; well, do not provoke them. Thank you. 
Mr D.C. NALDER: Okay. I agree with Madam Acting Speaker. I will not invite interjections particularly from 
a minister who speaks in third person on his Twitter account, talking about how good he is.  
Mr P. Papalia: That was actually a quote from Rob Broadfield.  
Mr D.C. NALDER: What is fascinating—have a look at his Twitter account. I encourage everybody in this house 
to have a look at the minister’s Twitter account. He wants to promote himself. 
Mr P. Papalia: I will read it into Hansard. It was Rob Broadfield who said it—a brilliant quote! 
Mr D.C. NALDER: So the minister is self-promoting on his Twitter account. You are acknowledging it—thank you.  
So when in opposition the now government was offering a lot more money. It went to an election committing a lot 
more money to the taxi industry. What it has done is fall back to what the department’s recommendation was on 
what it was working on when we were in government.  
But there are a couple of modifications. One of the things we were looking at was a flat fee, like a $1 or $2 fee, 
consistent with what the east coast was looking at.  
Mr P. Papalia: “Gonna this, gonna that”! 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister for Tourism! 
Mr D.C. NALDER: The department was working through it. Anyway, what is fascinating is that what the now 
government was promising during the election and what it is now undertaking are completely different. That is 
where we think it is disappointing that the Labor Party is not delivering on the promises that it made to the industry, 
and we believe it needs to be consistent.  
The other thing that was of concern for the department was that the cost of administering any process to try to recoup 
the payment we were going to make to the industry would be greater than the revenue it generates. That is the advice 
I received from the department at the time. Admittedly, that was around the $1 or $2 fee. The department was really 
concerned about how that would be done. In consideration in detail I will explore what this will cost the state to 
administer. If this charge is going to be administered, it will need to be far greater than the revenue it generates.  

Dr A.D. Buti: I have just been through Hansard and the member of the opposition did not promise $160 000; 
there is just no promise there. 

Mr D.C. NALDER: Madam Acting Speaker, I seek your support. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Armadale. 

Mr D.C. NALDER: We also want to see a response to the fact that the owner of the largest number of plates in 
the state of Western Australia is the state government. I am keen to understand whether this charge is to reimburse 
the state government for the plates it owns. Is this becoming additional tax revenue? Given that roughly 50 per cent 
of plates are owned by Western Australia, something that does not happen in any other jurisdiction, the government 
is establishing a fee recovery. Is this a revenue-generating opportunity for the state government? If it is not, the 
biggest loser is the state government, given the number of plates it owns. That is a question about whether the 
government is looking at this as a revenue opportunity. I would like assurance that it is not, because it should not 
be. I will seek that assurance during consideration in detail.  
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I wanted to provide a bit of background. This has been a difficult exercise. This situation has had consequences 
for individuals in our community. It is something that every jurisdiction that has had this problem in Australia 
wanted to see a quick resolution on, and there was not a quick resolution to be found.  

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr D.C. NALDER: No jurisdiction has been able to find a solution or achieve an outcome in a short space of 
time that keeps everybody happy in all parts of our community. If anything, I am pleased that we are getting to 
a point at which we are moving forward. As I said, I am disappointed that the state government has not followed 
up on the commitments and promises made during the election, and it is now trying to suggest that there were no 
such promises made. I think this has rightfully created a situation in which taxi plate owners will continue to be 
disappointed. That need not have been the case if the Labor Party had not politicised the issue as much as it did at 
the outset. I am hopeful that the industry can find a way to move forward.  

It is still important for the industry to continue to rebrand and identify opportunities. There is still a big marketplace 
out there. In Perth we have around 2 000 taxis for a population of 2.5 million. In Singapore we are talking 
29 000 taxis for a population of around five million people. I think there is an opportunity for this industry to be 
able to handle a lot more vehicles and open up more markets. I think the way it existed in the past was too 
restrictive, and I like the flexibility of a new direction with rideshare services. That is just to give a bit of 
background from the experiences I have had. As I said, I hope we can all move forward and that the industry can 
find a way to move forward and prosper. 

MR A. KRSTICEVIC (Carine) [4.34 pm]: I would like to also say a few words on the Transport (Road Passenger 
Services) Bill 2018 and the Transport (Road Passenger Services) Amendment Bill 2018. As we all know, this issue 
has been debated both in this Parliament and in the community since 2014, when Uber first arrived in the market. 
Prior to that, there was one major player and one minor player in the taxi industry. Swan Taxis pretty much 
controlled 90 per cent of the market and there was Black and White Cabs, with a few little bits and pieces hanging 
off that. As we know, Swan Taxis was owned, run and controlled by Kevin Foley, and I do not think anything in 
the taxi industry under any government was ever going to change unless it was with the agreement of Kevin Foley 
and Swan Taxis. That is obviously why we had the industry we had.  

We have to remember, as we have heard many times now, that the industry has been fractured for a long time. 
There was the dispatch service, the management companies, the plate owners and the drivers, and all of them have 
had different priorities and focuses in terms of where they saw the industry going, what they were going to get out 
of it and how it was going to evolve over time. It was a dinosaur that was eventually going to run into trouble, and 
it did run into trouble in 2014. Let us also not forget that Swan Taxis was eventually sold to ComfortDelGro. For 
those who do not know, last month Black and White Cabs was bought by P2P Transport. They both have been 
swallowed up by big companies now and they are looking to hopefully evolve in this new market.  

As we all know, in 2014 when Uber came into the market, it originally came in under chauffeur vehicle registration, 
with fares having to be over $60. That is how it started; that is how Uber crept in. From there, it very quickly came 
back that Uber did not think it was an issue for it to worry about that; it was more an issue between drivers and the 
government whether they should or should not be doing the work they were doing and charging the fares that they 
were charging. Straight away, things became very complicated and confusing. As we know, the public warmed to 
Uber very quickly. It was offering a great service for a cheaper price, and therefore it became very difficult to 
manage that process. Uber appeared throughout the world—it started popping up in every country in every state 
and disrupting the systems that were in place. I think we all got caught a little bit unawares in terms of what these 
disruptive technologies were capable of, but I think we have very quickly learnt in this space.  

When the now Minister for Transport was shadow minister, she said we needed to work together to come up with 
a solution by involving both government and the opposition to try to work through this. That is what we needed to 
do, rather than trying to score political points against each other and dividing the sector. I know there has been 
some debate about the figures that were being offered by the then opposition to the plate owners, but do members 
know what? It does not really matter whether we agree or disagree with the figures that are bandied about in this 
Parliament. What matters is what the taxi industry thinks was offered to it—what it thinks were the offers on the 
table. It knows what was on the table and that is what is important. 

Ms R. Saffioti interjected. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: We will get back to the $162 500 and where it is in Hansard. 

Several members interjected. 

Point of Order 
Dr D.J. HONEY: There are continual interjections. 
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms M.M. Quirk): Minister for Transport, I call you for the first time. 

Mrs L.M. Harvey interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Scarborough, that is the second time for you. 

Dr D.J. HONEY: My point of order was that there are continued interjections from the other side. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you, member for Cottesloe. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Like I said, in the previous government I was — 

Mrs L.M. Harvey interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Scarborough, your contribution is not very valuable to the debate, so you 
might want to cease and desist as well. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: As members on both sides of the house would be aware, I, as well as many other people, 
was very passionate to get involved in this discussion on this issue because, at the end of the day, people’s 
livelihoods, their families and their futures were at stake. I did a lot and I think we need to start taking a bit more 
responsibility for how we deal with this issue. We need to make sure that we understand that people’s livelihoods 
were at stake and we were too busy arguing the politics of who was going to give them more, rather than saying, 
“You know what? We need to do something to fix this, sooner rather than later.” 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I, too, got the letter. 

Mr P. Papalia interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: People came to my office and said they received a letter from the minister saying, 
basically, that they needed to take the offer and go to the Legislative Council — 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member, you have to quote directly. You cannot say, “saying, basically”; it is one or 
the other. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Okay, I will quote it then. The letter states — 

If you want the opportunity to take part in the taxi plate buyback scheme, I would encourage you to 
contact Members of the Legislative Council in your region to ensure the State Government’s proposed 
legislation is passed. 

Can I tell members that the way the people — 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member, for the purposes of Hansard, you might like to identify a date for the letter. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Unfortunately, as I have noticed with a couple of letters from this minister, there is no date. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: All right; fine. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: This is a letter with no date. It is from the Minister for Transport; Planning; and Lands 
and it was sent to a constituent. Effectively, a constituent came to see me and said, “What does this mean? Are 
they telling us we have to take what they’re offering or we’ll get nothing?” It does not matter how much we 
argue in this chamber. It is what they think out there; it is what the plate owners think. They know in their own 
heads what is going on, or what they were told. We can argue the semantics here but, at the end of the day, that 
is all that matters. 

Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Kingsley! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: They know what we did, they know what government members promised them and they 
know what members opposite are delivering. A conga line of plate owners came to see me. They said, “Tony, we 
don’t want you to support this legislation. We’re getting ripped off.” 

Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski: How much did you promise them? 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Nothing; I did not say anything, I just said that this is not enough. They are not being treated 
fairly. That is what plate owners said. I told them, “Obviously, we don’t want people to miss out completely.” 
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Mr P. Papalia interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister for Tourism! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I want to quickly read from the explanatory memorandum when debate on the 
Taxi Amendment Bill 2005 came through this Parliament when the Labor Party was in power — 

Under the present industry structure, the cost of plates and the cost of running a Multi-Purpose Taxi have 
made it economically tough for operators. The owners of the 56 transferable MPT plates approached 
Government, asking to have their plates bought back. 

Further down, it states — 

The plate owners are to be offered the option of selling their plates at market price based on the average 
price paid in the preceding 12-month period. 

That is what the Labor Party did in 2005 when it bought back the multipurpose taxi plates. That is what is says there. 

I will now go to the explanatory memorandum for the Taxi Amendment Bill 2007, when the Labor Party was still 
in government. I quote — 

The proposed amendments will change the permitted percentage of the fleet that can be leased plates. The 
cap will now apply only to conventional or fulltime non-restricted cabs and will be set at 40%. This will 
allow the Government to more quickly respond to increases in taxi demand as well as offering more taxi 
operators a low-cost option for participating in the taxi industry. At the same time it will ensure that the 
owners of transferable plates do not lose the value of their investment. 

Those two bills came in under the previous Labor government to deal with the taxi industry, which involved plates, 
and guess what? Everybody got market value. Everybody said, “Your investment will not be hurt, because it is 
a regulated market.” I am saying that is what members opposite said. I am just reading what members opposite 
said about that. Whereas now, most plate owners are getting $100 000. 

Dr A.D. Buti interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Armadale, I call you to order for the first time. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Most plate owners are now getting $100 000. That is pretty much the level I have seen. 

Dr A.D. Buti interjected. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Armadale, I call you to order for the second time. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It is interesting to look at the letter that went out, offering $100 000. I am looking at one 
letter in particular, which talks about people who bought plates in 1991. Actually, they bought the plates in 1968. 
In another one, it states they bought plates in 1994, but it was actually 1977. They said the department has the 
wrong information on its records. However, it does not really matter because the bottom paragraph of the letter 
states that if the purchase date of the taxi plate was prior to electronic records being kept by the Department of 
Transport, a purchase price will be recorded at roughly $68 800. That is the value the department put on plates 
purchased prior to records being available. In 1968, three houses could be bought for $68 800 in most suburbs; 
I know you could in Bassendean—a house and land. 
Mr J.E. McGrath interjected. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I am talking about back in 1968. Three homes could have been bought then, and today, 
although the department was saying a plate was worth roughly $68 800 back then, now it will give plate owners 
$100 000. That is interesting, considering the super profits that have been allocated. 
There has been some debate about what the government—then opposition—offered. In Hansard of 8 September 
2016, the now Minister for Transport said — 

One of their ideas was a compensation package of up to $162 000. That relates to the amendment that 
I would like to move. The impact of Uber on the taxi industry has been to the tune of about 50 to 
55 per cent. That means that the value of those plates has been significantly impacted. I seek leave to 
move my two amendments together. 

Leave was granted and the current minister moved an amendment to delete “$20 000,” which was the hardship 
package we were offering, and insert “$162 500”. Back in 2016, the Labor Party was happy to offer plate owners 
$162 500 as a hardship payment and they would have kept their plates, because this was not a buyback scheme; 
it was just a hardship payment. Members opposite were offering them $162 500 in 2016 and they could keep 
their plates. 
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Dr A.D. Buti interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Member for Armadale! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Members opposite moved that amendment so they sent a signal in 2016 through the 
Parliament of Western Australia to people in the taxi industry who were sitting in the public gallery. On 
8 September 2016, the Labor Party said, “Right here, right now, we will put on the table $162 500. We also want 
you to keep your plates.” It is important to note that, from Hansard. The member for Armadale spoke on that as 
well. He was very supportive of it at the time, recorded in Hansard as well. If members want to see it, the member 
for Armadale’s speech is on page 1. 

On 21 June 2016 in Hansard, what did the Premier say? I will not quote the whole lot, because he says a whole 
lot of things about it, but he says — 

They are heavily mortgaged and heavily leveraged, and they have used all their savings to enter into this 
business based upon the law as it stood. It is a matter of fairness how these investors—these people—are 
treated based upon the situation that now exists. 

He went on to say — 

In 2008, the then Labor government proposed to deregulate the taxi industry and offered a significant 
compensation package … That package would have provided compensation of $225 000 per plate. The 
government has spent years delaying and dillydallying on this issue. It has now come out with a package 
that is clearly unfair and does not reflect the investment decisions that people have made … These people 
are not billionaire or multimillionaire property or mining investors. These are small business people … 

Down the bottom, he states — 

In my view, the Taxi Amendment Bill 2016 is clearly not sufficient. We need to look at how we can 
compensate people who will be adversely affected because they had based their investment decision on 
the fact that the taxi industry was a government-regulated service. 

Back in 2016, the now Premier was quoting a figure of $225 000 from back in 2008. He strongly said that we 
needed to do the right thing and treat people fairly by giving them a fair and equitable package. Obviously, what 
was being offered at the time was not enough. Also in Hansard on Tuesday, 21 June 2016, the now minister said — 

I ask the minister to sit down with some of the backbench or, if he wants to, with some opposition 
members—maybe not me if he does not like me, but with other people on my side of the chamber. 
Minister, sit down and let us get an approach to this issue that works for the community for the longer 
term. We owe that to the public, to the drivers and to the plate owners. 

Did the minister do that when she became the minister? Did she come to the opposition and say, “Guess what, 
member for Carine, and member for South Perth, you guys are passionate about this—do you want to come on 
this committee that we have set up? Do you want to get involved in the discussion? Do you want to be part of the 
solution? Do you want to try to make sure that we can look after the best interests of the plate owners?” Let us 
also not forget that the government is introducing a levy. A lot of the plate owners call it a tax, but it is a levy. 
Every other state has a $1 levy, but the government has gone for 10 per cent.  

Let us think about how seriously this government has taken this issue. The minister set up a committee. Did the 
minister take this issue seriously, and chair that committee herself? No, she did not chair the committee. Did she 
think this was a serious issue and get her parliamentary secretary to chair the committee? No, she did not. She 
asked a backbencher, the member for Armadale, to chair the committee. The minister did not do it. The captain of 
the ship asked the Professor, instead of Gilligan, to chair the committee. That is what happened. 

Point of Order 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: Much as I like Gilligan’s Island—I have always been a fan of Gilligan’s Island and I can sing 
the whole theme song—I think the member used unparliamentary terms to describe the member for Armadale and 
the member for Perth. 

Mr D.C. Nalder: You called me Gilligan a month ago. 

Ms R. SAFFIOTI: I like Gilligan, but not in an official way. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms M.M. Quirk): There is certainly an imputation there, but we will proceed, 
minister. There is no point of order. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I apologise. As far as I am aware the member for Armadale is a professor. Is that true? 
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Dr A.D. Buti: Not professor, doctor. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Doctor. I have every respect for the member for Armadale, and he knows my views. He 
should be on the front bench. In fact, he should replace the minister, because he was obviously the one who was 
put in charge of the committee to drive this agenda. Of course, I do not believe that he had free rein to do what he 
wanted to, because I know that if he had, he would have done something different. I know that he is going to get 
up and start quoting people left, right and centre and make all these assertions — 
Dr A.D. Buti: That’s what you’ve just done. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I am stating a fact. I am very supportive. I was very supportive of us looking for a solution 
for this particular industry. The government has come up with a 10 per cent levy. That means it is putting the 
impost back onto the consumers—the users of the industry. It is not costing the government a red cent. The 
consumers are paying for it. For something that is not costing the government a red cent, the government is giving 
the industry not very much, compared with what it offered previously. When it was coming out of government 
coffers, the then opposition was happy to offer $162 500 in 2016, when we were in government, and wanted the 
government to give them the money and not buy back any plates. Now the consumers are paying for it, and the 
government is saying it is only giving $100 000. It is not going to give as much as it promised back in 2016, when 
it moved that amendment. 
Dr A.D. Buti interjected. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It is in Hansard—the opposition moved the amendment. 
Dr A.D. Buti: It was not a promise. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It is not a promise? If the opposition sits in Parliament and says it wants to change the 
measure to give plate owners $162 500, that is probably a lot more than a promise. 
[Members time extended.] 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Where are you quoting from, member? 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I will say that, to most people who read Hansard, that is a promise—$162 500 in Hansard, 
moved as an amendment. 
The ACTING SPEAKER: Do you have a date and a speaker, member, as you quote from Hansard? 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It is the current Minister for Transport moving that amendment. I have already mentioned 
that, and referred to that previously, in terms of the $162 500, and I specifically quoted the page and the issue. It 
is just down here; I will get it again if the member wants me to. 
We can go backwards and forwards, and we can quote Hansard, but do you know what? We are in opposition. 
Members opposite set up the micro party. People voted for members opposite because they offered them whatever 
they offered them. I do not think there is any conjecture about $162 500. I think that is rock solid, because it is in 
Hansard. That was on the table back in September 2016. If we had voted for it, and if we had let that amendment 
go through, that is what they would have got. They would have got that as a hardship payment, they would have 
kept the plates and kept going. That is exactly what the case was. I do not know. When the plate owners read 
Hansard and they look at that, they may think the same as the member for Armadale, and say that was not 
a promise; that was just a political stunt. It was not real. We did not really mean it; it was just a fake change because 
they knew they would not get it up, and they could have said $1 million, because it did not really matter. Or the 
government could say that it was genuine back then, and actually meant it. It was not all about stunts back then; 
the then opposition believed this, and was about genuinely trying to help the industry. It thought that the Liberals 
were not offering enough of a hardship payment. The then opposition thought that the hardship payment should 
be $162 500, and that owners should keep their plates, because that is what would have happened in that 
circumstance. Of course, now the government is backtracking. 
Irrespective of all of that, we need to try to help these people. If we look back at some of the statements that were 
made back in 2017 in a number of articles, firstly, the minister mentioned a $2 levy. That was raised a few times 
around the place. Obviously, that $2 became 10 per cent, while other states in Australia went from $2 down to $1. 
It was also mentioned that the bill would be in Parliament by the end of 2017. That was mentioned a number of 
times—“This will be in Parliament by the end of 2017; we know how much you’re suffering; we know how 
difficult it is; and we want to make sure that we get the bill in Parliament by the end of the year, so you can get 
your money, and it is all done and dusted.” It is not 2017 now; it is nearly the end of 2018, and by the time the bill 
goes through this house and through the upper house and gets assent, and by the time the department pulls its act 
together, I reckon we will be well into 2019 before anyone sees a cent. The speeches of members of the 
government, when they were in opposition, tell us how much these people were struggling and suffering, and how 
difficult it was for them, and it has now taken us two years to get any money back to them. The government’s 
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actions do not match its words. Nothing would have stopped the government, as soon as it was elected, from 
putting in another hardship payment and giving all of them another $50 000 off the bat, as soon as it was elected, 
until it worked this out. Members opposite were offering $162 500 back in 2016. 
Dr A.D. Buti: No wonder you are in debt. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: It would not have been much; it was only $50 000, and when the government in opposition 
was offering $162 500, it could have said that it understood the industry’s plight. But does it have the industry 
onside? Does it have the plate owners onside—those who have come to me and said “Please accept the offer, 
Tony”? Some of them have come and asked me to accept it, because they do not think the government will do the 
right thing and give them any more. They are struggling, and they need whatever they can get just to survive. Some 
people have come to me saying those things, and I know other members have been approached and have received 
emails saying, “Please don’t do this to us; it’s not fair; you need to do the right thing. You promised us more when 
you were in opposition. Now you’re in government and you’ve got control.” Of course, the industry does not like 
the levy idea. 
Dr A.D. Buti: It depends who you speak to, doesn’t it, Tony? 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I am sure the member for Armadale gets the same letters. 
The SPEAKER: Member, call the member by his proper title, please. 
Dr A.D. Buti interjected. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I will read an email I have received. 

Point of Order 
Dr D.J. HONEY: Mr Speaker, the member for Armadale has continuously harangued the speaker despite the 
intercessions of the Chair in this matter and I ask that you protect the speaker. 
The SPEAKER: Protect myself or — 
Dr D.J. HONEY: The speaker to the motion. 
The SPEAKER: Refer to him by his proper title. Member for Armadale, no more please. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I received a phone call in my office recently from a gentleman I did not know. He said 
that he wanted to get in touch with me because he had read my speeches on the taxi debate in Hansard and he 
thought we might be able to help him. He wrote in his email, which I received on 10 September — 

As discussed, we are frustrated at the current governments process and methodology with regards to the 
proposed buy back offer of taxi plates. 
… 
The derivation of the buy back price is erroneous, over simplistic, contains incorrect modelling 
assumptions and not of a professional standard. 
Of further concern, is that I have been denied a meeting with the Transport Minister (Mrs Rita Saffioti) 
following the issue of the government’s buyback offer. I then proceeded to contact Mr Tony Buti who 
had been assisting the Transport Minister, however, I was advised by his office that he was no longer 
involved in the taxi review following the issue of the buy back offer and that he would not meet with me. 
I contacted the Department — 

Point of Order 
Dr A.D. BUTI: This is a deliberate misleading of the situation. You are a disgrace, member for Carine. You are 
an absolute disgrace. 
The SPEAKER: Sit down. That is not a point of order. 

Debate Resumed 
Dr A.D. Buti: Wait till I have my turn, mate. You are a goner. You are a disgrace. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I am just reading an email. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Armadale, you are on three calls. You will not get a say the way you are going. That 
is your last warning. 
Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: He said — 
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I contacted the Department of Transport expressing my concerns with regards to the validity of the 
buyback offer, who then advised me to contact my local member for parliament, the Premier Mr Mark 
McGowan. His office denied a meeting with me, following several repeated requests. 

Here is one example—I am sure that there are many others—of someone who has struggled to have their voice 
heard. It is very easy for us to stand here and throw mud. 

Dr A.D. Buti: You do it all the time. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I am not throwing mud. I am stating the facts. I am quoting Hansard. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! Member for Armadale! 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: When it suits them, members opposite are very good at quoting Hansard selectively, 
throwing mud and twisting the facts. I am not twisting any facts. I am quoting directly from Hansard what 
Labor did. I am not having a go at the member for Armadale specifically. I think he deserves to be the 
Minister for Transport. 

Dr A.D. Buti: You just misled Parliament. My office did not do that. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I did not mislead. I read an email from a constituent. I am not saying that these facts are 
accurate. I am saying that someone sent me an email, whom I do not know, as people do. Often they quote 
correspondence and debate in Parliament. I am just quoting an email that someone sent me. They could not get 
this contact. I do not know this person. Like I said, they rang my office because they read Hansard. They said they 
decided to contact me after reading the whole taxi industry debate. I am not sure why they picked me specifically, 
but they did. That is important to note. 

Like I said, we can throw mud backwards and forwards as much as we like. The taxi plate owners know the truth 
and, ultimately, that is all that matters. Labor can blame us and say that we did not deal with it in a timely fashion 
when we were in government. We either ran out of time or we got caught short. Do members know what? We 
suffered the consequences of that. We lost the election. The result came in, the taxi industry turned its back on us, 
voted against us and campaigned against us. It did that because it was supporting Labor to get into government 
because it obviously offered them a lot more of a future if it was in government. The question now is: has Labor 
delivered on its promises to the taxi plate owners and the industry? Only Labor and the plate owners know that. 
That is who will decide. The arguments backwards and forwards blaming each other are great for parliamentary 
debate. It is great to put things on the record. It is great to refer to Hansard. 

Like I said, a levy of $1 a trip, like in every other state, seems much more reasonable than a 10 per cent levy across 
the board, but, again, nobody asked me. The minister whilst in opposition said that she would be happy to listen 
to us and we should form a joint committee and work together, but that never happened. We should have sat down 
as a Parliament and tried to work through this to get some good outcomes. Do I think 10 per cent is the right figure? 
No, I do not. Do I think someone who lives in Armadale should be paying $10 for their taxi fare to get to the city 
while someone who lives closer should pay a lot less, assuming — 

Dr A.D. Buti: It does not always cost $100 to get to the city from Armadale. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: Probably close. 

Dr A.D. Buti: They’re not paying $10. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Armadale! Do you want to go home? It does not matter. 

Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: I catch a fare from not too far away to get to the city and that costs me $30, and Armadale 
is a lot further away from the city than where I live. I hope it does not cost $100. With competition, hopefully, it 
is a lot less now. I wanted to put that on the record because I know the minister was asking where we got the 
$162 500 figure. It is in Hansard. We can see it. The government can twist and make what it wants of that debate, 
but all I know is that Labor was offering that amount. We voted against it and said that we would not support it. 
Had we voted with Labor, that is the money that the taxi plater owners would have got. Labor members cannot 
say that that was not going to happen. If they had received a few more votes on our side, it would have happened. 
The taxi plate owners would have got that and kept the plates. They know that is on the record. They were offered 
$162 500. Some of them may think they were offered $200 000, and they do think that. I hope that we can try to 
work better together to help these people. 

Dr A.D. Buti: You have to be joking. 
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Mr A. KRSTICEVIC: That is important. I look forward to the member for Armadale’s contribution because he 
obviously had the hardest job of everyone in running through this process. I hope that he tells us of his experiences 
and the discussions that he had with the individuals in the industry and how he came to this solution. 

MR W.R. MARMION (Nedlands) [5.07 pm]: I was going to take five minutes of my colleague’s time, but he 
used the whole lot. It is not my intention to delay Parliament on a Thursday night too long, but because of some 
of the comments made by members on the other side, I will speak for a short time on the Transport (Road Passenger 
Services) Bill 2018 and the Transport (Road Passenger Services) Amendment Bill 2018. I inherited the portfolio 
of transport for a brief period before the election, as people know, so there is a bit of a gap that needs to be filled 
in. I did not really think it had to be filled in, but it seems that we are all living in the past, so I may as well. I prefer 
not to live in the past and to move forward, but if people want to live in the past, I will help to fill it in. 

When I became Minister for Transport, a number of things were in train that had been put in place by the previous 
minister. One of them was the up-front payment of $20 000 for each taxi operator. The next phase was to work 
through some options and how we might move forward with another possible payment and how that might be 
funded. That work was in train when I became the Minister for Transport. When I got a briefing from the 
department, I raised a couple of issues based on some of the information that I had gathered as the member for 
Nedlands. There are a number of taxi plate owners in my electorate, including a very predominant one who came 
and saw me regularly. When I doorknocked in 2008, I ran into him. I did not know that he was a taxi owner and 
had some beers with him, so he became my best friend and particularly when I was not the Minister for Transport. 
He showed me his mortgage payments. He owed $300 000 on his taxis — 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr W.R. MARMION: It is very hard; there is a bit of laughter up the back there. They are not interested in this. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr K. Michel interjected. 

The SPEAKER: I could just see someone sliding down in their chair, but I know where it came from. I call you 
to order for the first time, member for Pilbara. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: The background is that before I became Minister for Transport, I had constituents saying 
to me that they owed $300 000 times three on their — 

Several members interjected. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: They are very rude over there. 

The SPEAKER: Member, you said you were going to do a short speech. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: Yes, I know. 

The SPEAKER: But you are listening to everything else that is going on in the room.  

Mr W.R. MARMION: People genuinely claimed that they owed $300 000. Obviously, banks had let them have 
a mortgage up to $300 000. That raises another issue that I have not got time to go into. 

Other people have told me stories about someone buying a taxi plate in 2008 for $50 000. I cannot believe this is 
true, but it is what someone said to me. I do not know whether they could have got it for that. That meant that 
some people bought plates for different figures. One thing that the department was not looking at at the time 
I became Minister for Transport was some sort of algorithm or process that meant if someone had bought a plate 
for $50 000, that they were not given $150 000 or $200 000 or whatever the payment might be; they would not be 
given, say, another $150 000. We needed a system in place so that people did not make a profit on it. I understand 
that the formula the government has come up with has taken that into consideration. I will give the minister a big 
tick because we do not want to give that person a win. 

For people who were really struggling, we had people absolutely beyond themselves—suicidal in fact. We had to 
have something in place. It was very important that we looked after people’s welfare. There was a hardship 
payment available. Rob Fisher was the man who was put in place—everyone knows him; a former director general 
of the Department of Communities. He assessed those taxi operators who were in need. We gave them a quick 
payment. I remember approving usually batches of about six or seven probably every couple of weeks. They 
ranged over $100 000. We did have something in place. Why did we do that? We still had to work out where we 
were headed. Just to put on the record: there was an election coming up. When I met with the taxi operators, I knew 
that if I gave them a hint of a figure, they would talk to the opposition and say, “This is what the Minister for 
Transport is saying, can you up it?” In that situation we had to keep the balls in the air and not come up with an 
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outcome. I do not know whether the figure is $160 000. I was very careful in all the formal meetings I had with 
taxi operators or any of the people in the various sectors of the industry that I did not mention a figure. 

Mr J.E. McGrath: You did not have a figure. 

Mr W.R. MARMION: I did not have a figure because that was being worked on. I was very careful. They were 
not happy. I have to say, they left my office not very happy campers. I had my doors padlocked once with a chain 
around them. I also had a car parked on the verge in front of my office. I did not have any death threats, though, 
but I did have protective services check out my house. They were not very impressed. There was no figure because 
we wanted to work it out so that the whole package was done. We did not have time before the election to do that. 
I want to put that on the record. 

This probably would not have come to fruition if it were not for providers such as Uber. The taxi industry has been 
an issue for many decades. Governments of all persuasions are to blame in some respect for what has happened in 
the taxi industry. Some members of Parliament own taxi plates and some senior policy advisers in Transport, going 
back some decades, had inherited taxi plates. The other aspect I throw on the table is it is unfortunate that most of 
the people I met were migrants—they are from other countries. The actual, I might say, white Australians, who 
might have had taxis, probably sold out. The people who are now stuck with the plates are new migrants to 
Australia who are not au fait with what has been going on in the last two decades. They bought plates at a premium. 
I feel very sorry for those people who bought plates in the last three or four years at a premium price. I am very 
pleased that we are now finally moving forward and that the government has a package that we can move forward 
to make sure we tidy up the whole industry. 

MR J.E. McGRATH (South Perth) [5.14 pm]: Mr Speaker — 

The SPEAKER: Another short speech, member for South Perth! 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: I am just making sure the member for Carine is here. 

Mr A. Krsticevic: I am here. I will get him back! 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: When we were in government and this issue came up, I recall the member for Carine and 
I both spoke very strongly in support of a buyback scheme. I spoke because I had been approached by a number 
of constituents in my electorate. One was a gentleman who had migrated to Australia some years ago. He had 
worked in the mining industry, I think up at Newman, and he came back and bought a couple of sets of taxi plates. 
I think he mortgaged his home to buy a second set as an investment. He was buying into a strictly regulated system. 
I know some people are saying, “The cabbies should have been better judges. They should have seen Uber coming. 
The plate owners should have known this. They should have been better business managers.” When buying into 
a business that is totally regulated by the state government, and when the state government was selling some of 
those plates, I think we owed it as a Parliament to support those people. 

I support what the government is doing. When the minister introduced these bills, I read the detail. I thought it was 
a good deal—I really did. No-one could ever come up with a perfect scenario to keep everyone happy in this because 
we have a situation in which people have owned plates for many years. Some people have earned a good living out 
of those plates. They obviously are not entitled to the same amount that someone who has not had them for as long 
and has paid a high price for the plates. Obviously a lot of work has gone into it by the Department of Transport, 
including the work by the committee headed by the member for Armadale. They have done their best to come up 
with a scenario that will draw a line in the sand and totally deregulate this industry, which in hindsight probably 
should have been done 20 years ago. The problem is that no-one saw this coming. Some people say, “They should 
have seen Uber coming”, but I do not believe that—none of us saw Uber coming. It happened so quickly. 

I have an interesting story. A constituent of mine had a set of taxi plates for sale. The former Minister for Transport, 
the member for Bateman, announced in The West Australian that the government would probably deregulate the 
taxi industry. This fellow rang me and said, “I advertised a set of plates. I’ve got two young people coming to see 
me this afternoon. I reckon, after reading the paper today, they probably won’t even turn up.” That is how quickly 
it happened. I thought we should have a $2 levy. Other states have gone to a $1 levy. I will be interested to know 
from the minister why she decided to go to a 10 per cent levy, with a cap of $10. Some people have suggested it 
might have been to protect people who make shorter trips worth $5 or $10. 

Ms R. Saffioti: It would mean that the driver was the collecting agent. One of the key points was to protect 
taxidrivers from direct abuse. We made sure we reduced the number of collection agents from an efficiency point 
of view. The trip was another key issue, but I will respond to that in my reply to the second reading. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: We will be asking the minister a lot about that.  
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When I was a kid living down in Fremantle, I think we had white-top cabs, and in those days the local taxidriver 
was a member of the community. They would own the cab and everyone knew them. Society was a bit different 
back then—not everyone caught cabs. People would catch a bus if they could. If a person needed to go 
somewhere, they would pay that little extra to get a cab. But the world has changed and the taxi industry has 
suffered. As the population exploded, we needed more drivers out there. Driving a cab is not one of the best 
jobs in the world. I had a friend who was a racehorse trainer and whose horses were running pretty slowly at 
the time so he got a part-time job as a cab driver. He used to drive from six o’clock at night until six o’clock in 
the morning, work his horses down at Ascot, go home and have a sleep and go out again at six o’clock at night. 
He said to me once, “If you can’t get a job doing anything else—digging graves, digging ditches or whatever—
maybe become a cabby.” He said that people would get drunk, urinate in the back seat of the car or vomit. When 
they got to their street, they did not know where they lived and then they had no money or they would bolt. He 
said, “Who wants to be a cabby?” This is the sort of industry we are dealing with. It is not an industry that a lot 
of people want to go into. People who drive cabs but do not own them—this is historical—work damn long 
hours to eke out a bit of an existence. 

This issue has crept up on us. When the member for Bateman was the Minister for Transport, he brought in the 
$20 000 assistance package for plate owners. But at the same time, in our discussions, he knew we had to do more. 
We did have to do more and I have no doubt that if we were in government, we would be doing the same as this 
government is doing. I do now know what the figures would be. I hear what is said. The minister moved an 
amendment when we brought in the $20 000 package, and said it should be $165 000. But the minister was in 
opposition and she could say that in opposition. However, as a government, she has done more detailed work on 
it. As a result of that detailed work, the minister has come up with a plan that I think is quite reasonable. I suggest 
that the taxi industry should support and accept it. I also think that by drawing a line in the sand and totally 
deregulating the industry, it will give the industry an opportunity to move forward because the population will 
continue to grow. Whatever people say about Uber, no government will be able to ban Uber. It has been tried in 
other places; it ain’t going to work. 
We need a deregulated industry in which Uber drivers must meet the same licensing requirements as cab drivers. 
Like the member for Bateman, I do not use Uber. I have never used an Uber; I support cabs. I do not like the idea 
of calling an Uber and having someone drive me around when I do not know what the person does. At least in 
a cab, the guy’s name is obvious and we know he is a licensed cab operator. He should be well trained and he must 
abide by the cab company’s requirements. That is why I think we need a cab industry. It is very important. I have 
a friend who operates cabs in Victoria who believes there will always be a place for cabs. He says that cabs should 
become competitive, and that is what they are doing now; they get into little groups and network. They operate 
more professionally. Now we can get Swan cabs on an app from which I can tell how far away the cab is, as I can 
with Uber. I can take a fixed or metered fare. They have moved forward, but they have been forced to do that. 
Unfortunately, it has taken Uber to force taxis out of their lethargy. I think they have had some bad drivers because 
the workplace may not have been able to provide people of the right quality to drive cabs. It happens in a lot of 
cities. We jump into a cab and we end up going out of our way to get to a place to which we could have got much 
quicker because the driver did not know the way. I have never experienced an abusive driver but there have been 
cases when drivers have not acted responsibly. That has happened also with Uber drivers. I think we need to look 
positively at the future of the cab industry. Over the years some people have made a lot of — 
You are not going, member for Carine, are you? We had a deal that we would all speak for 20 minutes, so I said 
that the member for Carine had to stay. Because the member for Carine took an extension I said that he had to sit 
and listen to me. 
Several members interjected. 
The SPEAKER: As soon as you sit down, member for South Perth! 
Mr A. Krsticevic interjected. 
Mr J.E. McGRATH: One thing I am not is a hypocrite. I have always supported a taxi plate buy-back. When we 
lost government, the minister kept making speeches about members on our side who supported the buy-back and 
I was one of them. If my party had voted against this, I would have voted with the government. But we are not 
voting against this legislation. However, our members would like to ask a lot of questions and that is fair enough. 
We need to flesh it out a bit. 
One question I have is: do we know what the average fare is? I use a lot of cabs but the fares I pay are only $20 or 
$30. When I was a journo, I lived in Ascot and I used to catch cabs to the airport. At midnight, I would get home 
from Melbourne and pick a cab that had been waiting in the queue for an hour. I would jump into his cab and ask 
for Ascot. In the 1990s it would be a $5 fare, but I would give him a bit more. I said, “I bet you feel bad; you could 
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have got someone going to Rockingham.” He said, “I might go back and get that fare to Rockingham; you have to 
take the good with the bad.” 
I think the cab companies would know this. What is the average fare and how many hundred-dollar cab trips are 
made? I got on my app last night in my office and checked a trip from Parliament House to Joondalup, which was 
about $60. I then checked one from Parliament House to the Rockingham Hotel, which was $96. It would be good 
for members of Parliament to know the range of fares. 
Ms R. Saffioti: There are different takes on drivers too in terms of what Uber does, what Ola does and what taxi 
companies do. We need some transparency for that. I am working on a model for that too because it is quite 
interesting that people are not aware that when they jump into a cab or rideshare how much the driver takes and 
how much the company they work for takes. In particular with deregulation, it is something we need to monitor 
so it is something I am looking at. 
Mr J.E. McGRATH: It is important. I went with some friends to a restaurant in East Perth. One of my mates uses 
Uber and he said that we would go in an Uber, so over we went. 
Ms R. Saffioti: You jumped in an Uber! You said you didn’t use Uber. 
Mr J.E. McGRATH: I do not, but he booked it so I got in. I was a passenger. 
Several members interjected. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: If I had been paying, I would have got a cab. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members, we are close to the end. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: Unbeknown to me, after lunch he called the Uber to go home. The others at the table walked 
out and I saw someone I knew and started chatting. When I got out there they were all in the car with a female 
Uber driver tapping the steering wheel. I said, “I’m sorry, did I hold you up?” She said, “Don’t you know that 
when you call the Uber, you are supposed to be on the footpath ready to get in the car.” I thought: I am in trouble 
here. I said, “Well don’t worry, we’ll give you something extra.” She said, “They all say that.” I have used Uber 
but I have not paid for it. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: I am saying that the minister is right. All my friends use Uber but I still use cabs. There is 
a lot of misinformation and often we do not understand how this industry works. I have also been told that Uber 
can share business between drivers. With satellite monitoring, if a driver is seen to have had a bad couple of days 
and I as a driver have had a couple of good days and put in for the job, the other bloke might get it because Uber 
tries to equalise the profit for drivers. 

Ms R. Saffioti interjected. 

Mr J.E. McGRATH: Yes. I say this also about Uber. It is here to stay. I believe in choices. If I want to catch an 
Uber, I should be able to. I have never believed in regulation. We had the Potato Marketing Board and the dairy 
industry was regulated. This industry does not need regulation. We need a level playing field. We need to provide 
people with a licence that allows them to earn a living and provide a service. But the difference with the cab 
industry is that their service is taking people in vehicles, so there has to be some management of it. They have to 
be responsible people because they have people in their care. It is the same as with a hotel: if people come into 
a pub and the owner allows them to get drunk and they go out and kill themselves, the owner can be held 
responsible for serving someone when they should not have. 

Finally, before we all head home, I received an email from a charter vehicle operator. He said he is a small operator 
and has always been treated differently from taxi owners. He said he has been operating in an arguably different 
market from taxis and rideshare providers. He said that unlike taxis, charter vehicles have largely been able to 
operate unaffected by the onslaught of rideshare services because there is still demand for their pre-booked 
premium service that does not directly compete with taxis or rideshare services. I sometimes use charter vehicles. 
He said that the charter vehicle industry has never really been deemed a competitor to taxis. I remember when they 
used to have a minimum $60 charge, and most people did not use a charter vehicle unless they were going on 
a longer journey. 

This charter vehicle business owner expressed concerns that under the Transport (Road Passenger Services) Bill 2018 
and the Transport (Road Passenger Services) Amendment Bill 2018, his business will be lumped together with 
taxis and that he will be hit by the levy. He said that because of the higher fare charged to customers due to the 
premium service, the proportion of the levy for a charter vehicle owner will be greater. I sometimes use charters 
to go to the airport, and it costs $70 or $80. He said that he believes charter vehicle owners will be compensating 
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for a taxi situation that they really have no role in. He said that charter vehicle owners focus heavily on customer 
service and rely on customer loyalty, and that many try their hardest not to increase their prices. Some have ongoing 
contracts with corporate clients that lock in a set fare for a number of years. He asked whether charter vehicle 
owners with 12-month or two-year contracts will be levied, because that would impact on an already-promised fee. 

I have said that it is very difficult for the government to provide a win-win scenario for everyone. I think the 
minister has done the best she can, and this is a good outcome. I am still confident that we might have come up 
with something similar, because hopefully we would have used the same departmental people the government has. 
We all agreed that something had to be done. Therefore, I support this legislation. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mrs M.H. Roberts (Minister for Police). 
House adjourned at 5.32 pm 

__________ 
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